But these methods use between frame the case in whi even when cam cal flow based ver this method doesn't work well w-contrast regions (uniform both optical flow and depth dlund at e1. [5] uses uniform This paper proposes a method to track a person by integrating optical flow and uniform brightness regions when a target has uniform brightness regions. This method works even if tracking with either optical flow or uniform brightness regions may fail. The proposed method is implemented on a realtime image processor and successfully tracked a target person using a real image sequence.
Outline of Person Tracking
The outline of our method is shown in Figure 1 . We assume that a target person moves almost parallel to the image plane. When the person moves, the flow vectors of the person become nearly uniform. The region of the uniform flow vectors of the person is defined as target motion region. But the flow vectors are not obtained in the low-contrast region (uniform brightness region). The uniform brightness region of the person is defined as target brightness region. The target person is tracked by updating a rectangular window which circumscribes both target regions.
Initially, a moving person is searched for while the camera is stationary. When a region with large optical flow is detected, it is circumscribed by a rectangle (motion window). Uniform brightness regions are extracted in the search area generated by extending the motion window toward both the upper and the lower directions. The extracted regions are circumscribed by one rectangle ( brightness window) as shown in Figure   2 .
In tracking, optical flow and uniform brightness regions are calculated at each frame and mean optical flow vector is calculated in the motion window. Then the motion and the brightness windows are predicted from the mean optical flow vector. The target motion region is determined around the predicted position and the new motion window is set to circumscribe it. The target brightness regions are determined around the predicted position and the new brightness window 0-7803-4300-x-5/p8 $10.00 0 1998 IEEE is set to circumscribe all of them.
We integrate optical flow and unifrom brightness regions in order to track the target person reliably. Each block of the diagram is described in the following sections. A target motion region is determined in the predicted motion window. If the difference of tlie flow vector of a pixel and the mean flow vector is within a certain error range, the pixel belongs to the target motion region. This range is determined as
where ( U , U ) denotes a flow vector, (ii, fi) denotes the mean flow vector in the predicted area and (C,,,C,) denotes the flow vector generated by the motion of the camera. A and B denote thresholds (A = 0.5 and B = 0.01 were used in our experiments).
But the method using only optical flow cannot discriminate the target from other objects if they have similar flow. Figure 3 (b) shows that two persons are included in the target motion region (the white rectangle is the motion window). 
Making Correspondence
For each uniform brightness region being tracked, target brightness regions are determined in tlie predicted brightness window as shown in Figure 6 . Uniform brightness regions in the predicted brightness window are selected as candidates for the target brightness regions. Next, the position of each target 
Segmentation
Uniform brightness regions may split or merge.
When the size of a region suddenly changes, it is considered that a split or a merge occurs. When a region splits, its standard deviation before the split is large arid Equation (2) is satisfied. When the regions merge, however, their standard deviation before the merge may riot be large and Equation (2) may Iiot be satisfied. For tlie candidates which were not matched with the target brightness region in Equation (2), we check correspondence backward, namely, check if the candidate can be matched with the target brightness region at the predicted position, using the following equations:
where subscriptions are the same in Equation (2) . If this Equation is satisfied, the candidate is regarded as tlie target brightness region. Figure 8 shows the result of split and merge of region. Small rectangles approximates each target I brightness region at each frame. T h e rectangle that circumscribes small ones is the brightness window. The largest window is the motion window. A region determined at the 19th frame was split into two regions: the region on the arm and that on the shirt by the side of the arm in Figure 8(b) . The region before split were matched with the two regions in Equation The width of a window is much larger than that of the other. The larger one is considered to be less reliable and its width is reduced to that of the smaller one (see 5.1 and 5.2).
The target motion region and/or target brightness regions are lost. A search area is determined and is searched for the lost region again (see 5.3).
Modification of Brightness Window by Motion
Some of them may connect to the background regions with similar brightness as shown in Figure 7 (b).
In such a case tlie width of the motion window becomes large. If the brightness window does not satisfy the following equation, the brightness region is less reliable and its part out of the motioii window is cut as the background: (4) where 0 denotes the width of the window, the subscriptions 2, and mi denote brightness and motion, respectively. Wf denotes the filter size when optical flow is extracted (see Appendix), and n denotes a threshold ( a = 1.5 in our experiments). Figure 9(a) shows an expamle of modification by motion. It is shown that the target person is tracked acculately.
Modification of Motion Window by Bright ness
When the target overlaps with other objects and they have simialr flow, the width of the motion window becomes large. If the motion window does not satisfy the following equation, the motion window is less reliable and the part out of the brightness window is cut as other objects with similar flow: Some of tlie uniform brightness regions of other objects may be included in the motion window. In this case, it is difficult to modify the motion window correctly due to the spurious brightness regions. We use a measure of reliability to solve this problem. A region which has been tracked over a certain number of frames is regarded as a reliable one. We set a counter to each region as the reliablity measure. It is incremerited as the region is tracked. A region outside reliable regions is removed as that of other objects.
Figuie 10 shows an example. The regions of the foreground person have been tracked over certain frames arid they are regarded as reliable ones in Figure  10 
Conclusion
We proposed a method to track a person by integrating optical flow and uniform brightness regions. This method worked even if tracking with either op-weighted squared distance from the solution to four constraint equations (6) The current method cannot track the target person if it is completely occluded by other objects. We can handle such a case by using the the brightness information which was obtained before occulusion. Another complicated case occurs, when other objects have similar motion and simlar brightness to those of the target. To cope with this complicated case we are planning t o use three kinds of information together: optical flow, uniform brightness regions and depth.
Appendix: Extracting Optical Flows and Contrast
Optical flow extraction is based on the generalized gradient method [9] . By applying four orientationselective spatial Gaussian filters t o the original image, we obtain the following constraint equations f i Z U + fiYV + fit = 0, i = 1 N 4 (6) where f; denotes the i t h filtered image and subscriptions x,y,t denote partial differentiation. We define the contrast as If c; is small enough, the optical flow cannot be obtained. We can obtain the optical flow vector as the following equation which minimizes the sum of We define the weight which increases as the contrast is large:
